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This preliminary report discusses the stucco 
found during the excavation of a large trench, 
in the 1999, 2000 and 2001 seasons.' The 
trench was oriented northwest-southeast on 
the villa's main terrace. The small number of 
finds uncovered indicates that the villa was 
abandoned and emptied of all valuables before 
its destruction. Later activity in the area of the 
trench is documented in the upper layers by a 
series of cleaning activities that included filling 
the still extant rooms with debris, such as bro-
ken amphorae, from the villa .2 Undisturbed lay-
ers were found inside the rooms underneath 
this layer of debris. These layers contained cor-
nices as well as wall- and ceiling stucco frag-
ments which lay on the floors. An infant burial 
complete with a "coffin" constructed of reused 
tiles was found by wall 102, attesting to dis-
turbance and later reuse of the area .3 

The majority of the stucco belongs to four 
rooms located northwest of the villa's central 
portico (Fig. 1). The walls, structure nos. 198, 
202 and 226, separating the rooms were very 
poorly crafted and therefore only preserved to 
a maximum height of half a meter .4 An opus re-
ticulatum wall, structure 103, served as the 
rooms' rear wall. Another opus reticulatum 
wall, structure 161, with blocchetti framing the 
doorways, marks the eastern end of the rooms. 
This wall is built on the remains of an older 
opus reticulatum wall, structure no. 206. White

stucco was found in situ in rooms 2, 3 and 4. 
Most of the stucco fragments found in these 
rooms belongs to white walls or ceilings. The 
stucco preserved in situ in room no. 1 was red. 
No graffiti was observed on either the in situ 
stucco or on the fragments. 

Apart from the cornices that will be dis-
cussed in a separate chapter, the remaining 
groups of artifacts are being treated according 
to where they were found. 

Construction and fabrics 
Analysis of both the in situ sub-layers and stuc-
co and the excavated fragments shows that the 
stucco was applied on two sub-layers, one plas-
ter layer and one undercoat layer. The topmost 
layer is the thinnest while the innermost layer 
(undercoat) is the thickest. 5 The term stucco in 
this article refers to the topmost layer that was 
meant to be seen, i.e. the one with decoration. 
Two types of the stucco fabric can be distin-
guished in trench DD.6 

Stucco 
Stucco type 1: The body of this type contains 
some chalk. Extremely few and very small par-
ticles of biotite and muscovite can be observed. 
Its thickness is quite even: 0.4-0.6 cm. This type 
was found in situ on the walls of the rooms and 
on the façade, as well as among the fragments 
ascribed to these. Therefore it belongs to the fi-
nal phase of the villa. 

I. The trench, measured 6 x 22 meters, was excavated in 
2001 as trench DD, although parts of it were excavated in 
1999, as trench AZ, and in 2000 as trench GB. The author 
was trenchmaster of DD and the other members of the 
team were: Lise Jenssen Tveit (Norway), Anne-Marl Lah-
tinen (Finland), Katrine Maruri Zorzabalbere (Den-
mark), Mirjam Jonsson (Sweden) and Erland Kristian 
sen Haavardsholm (Norway). 

2. See B. Poulsen, supra.

3. An exact date for the grave cannot be established, but it 
is later than the destruction and looting of the villa; see 
P. Guldager Bilde, supra. 

4. The walls were made by natural, unprepared stones with 
greyish mortar. Wide of the walls 0.25 meter. 

5. Vitruvius (VII, 3. 5-7) recommends no fewer than six lay-
ers. As is often seen the suggestion of Vitruvius was not 
followed. 

6. No chemical analysis has been made of the colours.


